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Abstract. The underlying belief and knowledge models assumed by various
kinds of authentication protocols have been studied for well over 10 years now.
On the other hand, the related question of the generic trust assumptions, which
underlie the settings where the protocols are run, has received less attention. Fur-
thermore, the notion of trust, as it is typically defined, has more been based on
the formal model used than the real user requirements posed by the application
context and the actual people using the system.

In this paper, we approach that problem from the users’ point of view. We briefly
describe what are the psychological bases on which typical people build their
trust assumptions on, and consider how these are reflected in a typical e-com-
merce setting today. Given this background, we proceed to contemplate how the
systems could be made more trustworthy by explicitly representing the trust as-
sumptions and requirements, and how these digital expressions of trust could be
instrumented to and integrated with actual authentication protocols. Thus, our
aim is to broaden the view from a protocol centric approach towards considering
the actual users, and to provide some initial requirements for future operating
systems and user interface design.

1 Introduction

The majority of computer system users are relatively ignorant about the securi
non-security, of the systems they use. In fact, if asked, they tend to claim that th
not care [1]. However, if the same people are asked to explain how they adapt th
haviour according to the situation at hand, it rapidly becomes apparent that mu
their behaviour is based on the perceived sense of security or insecurity. [2]

Still today, most people seem to consider computer systems almost godly; the
puters are considered so complex that they could be understood, and it is genera
lieved and explained that computers themselves are unable to err, that is, when
computer seems to make a mistake, the fault is presumed to lie on the user. F
more, the computers seem to demand ungodly amounts of sacrifice in the form o
spent in getting them to produce the output desired (and getting them work in th
place). Besides, the publicity received by the various kinds of attacks against In
based systems, along with the general opinion starting to consider personal com
unreliable1, is slowly deepening the situation. Thus, a typical unconscious attitud

1 Hereby we want to thank the parent organization of the workshop organizer for educating the gener
public’s opinion, especially in the area of reliability of personal computer operating system and office
effectiveness tools, to consider computers unreliable and untrustworthy.
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that requires blind faith and dedication.

When we consider this typical user attitude with the complexities involved in
signing, implementing and verifying actual security protocols, we get an initial imp
sion on the obstacle to be tackled. Fortunately, the work spend on analysin
underlying belief models of authentication protocols (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [6]), in mod
ling trust in technical sense (e.g. [7], [8], [9], [10]), and in providing infrastructures
expressing authorization and trust in open systems (e.g. [11], [12], [13], [14]), tog
with more user centric work (e.g. [1], [2], [15], [16]), allows us to outline a map of
problem area. Basically, we surmise that combining explicit, key oriented autho
tion with operating system level security and basic user interface design, could pr
a sound technical basis for expressing the technical trustworthiness of a syste
way understandable to the average user. This, combined with enough of market r
tion and supporting legislation, might be able to convert the Internet from its cu
insecure state into one where people could base their actions on reasonable secu
sumptions even when they do not possess deep technical knowledge about co
systems or information security.

In this paper, we attempt to give a glimpse to this possible solution approach
start with the user centric view, considering how the aspects affecting the averag
in making trust decisions, continuing to contemplate how some of these aspects
be expressed in digital form, and concluding with ideas how these digital expres
could be used in conjunction with actual security protocols.

1.1 About the Nature of Trust

The term “trust” is used in the literature to denote several different but related phe
ena. Basically, a distinction can be made between two basic meanings. In compu
curity literature in general, the term is used to denote that something must be trusted
(e.g. Trusted Computing Base, TCB). That is, something trusted is something th
users are necessarily dependent on. If a trusted component breaks, the security of a
the system breaks. On the other hand, in this paper, as well as elsewhere in mo
chologically oriented literature, the term is used to denote that something can be
trusted. That is, something trusted is something that the users feel comfortable with to
be dependent on. If a trusted component breaks, the users feel betrayed. Probab
harm is done to the security of the system, but that is less relevant to this discuss

This distinction should be kept in mind when reading this paper. In this paper
term trust is used to denote the psychological attitude of being willing to be depe
on something or somebody. For example, if Alice trusts Bob (in some respect), Al
willing to delegate control to Bob (over the issues covered), thereby making he
more dependent on Bob’s honesty and goodwill. Thus, whenever Alice expresse
trust, she, in fact, announces her willingness to trade a piece of her personal con
simplifying the situation. The usual reason for deciding to trust is the desire to m
(future) decisions simpler. An existing trust relationship allows the user to proce
her pursues more easily, without needing to contemplate whether the procedure 
or not. In this respect, there is no distinction whether something is trusted becaus
necessary need or due to a decision based on emotions and consideration.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly describe s
of the most relevant psychological aspects of trust, concentrating on how trust i
ated and lost in the current cyberspace. Next, in Sect. 3, we outline a proposal o
some of the user centric trust forming aspects could be represented in an non-for
digital form, while in Sect. 4 we consider how this information could benefit the i
gration of protocol level and operating system level security. Finally, Sect. 5 provid
brief discussion of some of the aspects involved.

2 Users and Trust

What does it mean to trust someone, or something? The concept of trust seems to im-
ply lack of sufficient amount of knowledge [17], meaning that there is at least s
amount of uncertainty involved [8][18][19]. On the other hand, trusting reduces
complexity of a situation. When we decide to trust rather than suspect — this is what
means when we talk of a leap of trust — the number of issues we have to consider
reduced, thereby simplifying the process of making decisions. Trusting also desc
an attitude towards future expectations, as well as introduces the presence of im
risk in a given situation [19]. 

2.1 Technical vs. Psychological Trust

In the technical sense, there exists a number of reasonable well defined definitio
trust, e.g., [7], [8], [9], [10], [13], [20], and [21]. Thus, the concept of trust in a tech
cal sense is rather well-defined, at least in comparison with the psychological d
tion of trust, which for the most part still remains unresolved and under discussio
general, the technical approaches tend to consider trust as a more or less bina
cept (with the exception of at least [8]); there either is trust or there is not. How
typically a distinction is made between various types of trust, e.g., distinguishing rec-
ommendations from “direct trust” (whatever the latter means). 

A leap of trust is needed, because there is not conclusive amount of inform
available. This would, in fact, be the description of most real-world user situation
this sense, Audun Jøsang’s approach [8] seems to have some connections to t
chological sense of trust.

Understanding the real-world trust is crucial to understanding the actual secur
any transactions on-line — maybe even more so than creating the technologica
tions for these transactions. Users are often considered to be the weakest link in 
curity of on-line transactions, and rightly so; what else could they be, when the
not provided with sufficient amount of information and/or support on security-pr
situations by the system and its user interface design? How could the users be ex
to be able to make rational choices of whether an operation is secure and trustw
or not, if they are not given the right information? This point is well expressed in
following quote by Eric Ketelaar, in his demand for trustworthy information [22].

“Why do we demand more of the quality of food or a car than we demand o
that other essential: information? Reliability and authenticity determine the
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credibility and the usefulness of information. These concepts, developed in d
ferent cultures and at different times, are essential for our information society
in its dependence on trust in information. In the creation and distribution of
digital information, conditions should be met to ensure the reliability and au-
thenticity of the information.”

Trust can also be viewed as a historically emergent property of human interactio
is tied to a specific form of social organization. This means that modern forms of 
are rooted in the rights, obligations, and liberties of citizenship. Throughout his
people have always tried to ensure the authenticity of a document by several me
seal, a special mark, witnesses, placing the document in safe-keeping with a pub
ficial, etc. Modern electronic systems also have these safeguards. They use pass
cryptography, electronic sealing, digital signature, etc. Rules are needed about
communication, and storage of information. [23]

2.2 The Untrustworthiness of the Web

Jacob Nielsen has described the current state of the Web as one of untrustwort
where “customers are traded like sheep” [24]. This has also been confirmed by
user studies, e.g., [16]. In practice, this mean that e-business has not taken the c
ers’ need for security into any consideration at all. According to Nielsen, this ha
change, however, if one wants to establish any decent business on the Net. A culture of
trust must be promoted whenever there is a need to create a functioning networ
virtual world, and that’s what the electronic marketplace essentially is. Mutual tru
always needed for good-quality relationships, be they between two people, a gro
people, or between a user and an on-line service.

It is interesting, however, that according to another study by Hoffman et. al. [1
was found that the negative perceptions of security and privacy increased along
the level of on-line proficiency — the more fluent the users were with using on-
service, the more conscious they seemed to be of the lurking risks of on-line tra
tions. In another study [25], the likely on-line consumer was described as som
with a “wired lifestyle”: having years' of experience on the Internet, receiving a lo
e-mail, and searching for product information on the Internet, to name a few. In
studies, the behaviour of the users was exactly the opposite — the most educat
experienced users were most against and doubtful of on-line services that inc
transactions of money or private information [1]. 

2.3 Transferring real-world trust to on-line systems

Is real-world trust transferrable to the digital world? It seems that the answer is “y
Trusting a bank stays more or less the same regardless of the media (there is, ho
also some reports on studies that suggest exactly the opposite, e.g., [16]). More 
tant than the place where the service is situated is the existing brand reputatio
other users’ opinions about the service provider. These elements create the sense of
place that guides the social interactions, perception of privacy, and the nature 
transactions conducted on-line [2]. 
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To start trusting is slow: trust is formed gradually, it takes quite a lot of time an
peated good experiences [15]. On-line trust can be described in terms of a huma
tionship. The initial stage is that of interest and suspicion; there has to be a motiv
a need, to get interested in the service, but this curiosity is stamped with distrus
suspicious cautiousness in the beginning of this flirtation with a new on-line servi

2.4 Recommendations, rumours and hear-say

To become better acquainted with the object of interest, additional information is 
ered of the service through various media: the mass media, but especially from
people, i.e., friends, colleagues, experts etc. We are not alone in this world bu
rounded by others, some friends, and some enemies. Listening to rumours play
role in gaining information: finding appropriate knowledge is difficult and time-co
suming, and users are not really motivated to find out about the technical details 
security of the service to begin with — all they want to know is whether it is saf
use the service or not, and not why this is so [2]. Also, users may often not hav
way to judge whether the information gained is trustworthy [1]. Friends are tru
and it should not be too surprising that the information they provide often forms
basis for decision-making also when starting the use of an on-line service. Tru
people is transformed into on-line trust [1].

2.5 Imposing Laws on On-line Behaviour

On-line trust depends on many factors, including consumer rights, freedom of ex
sion, and social equity [26]. Trusting an on-line service provided by a well-kn

Fig. 1. An example of accumulation of trust as a function of time [15]
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bank is to a great extent based on users' knowledge (or assumptions) about th
binding all the business operations of the bank. In most studies about computer
rity, the users report on finding legislative intervention by the state desirable and
essary for promoting on-line trust (e.g. [27], [16]). Furthermore, behind this trust in
legality of the bank is, to put it bluntly, the sub-conscious trust in the basic structur
the society to remain stable, the trust in the status-quo instead of anarchy — in 
the trust and belief in the good-doing nature of a social contract between men, 
Rousseaun sense [28].

Another kind of “social contract” is also suggested to be executed in the coo
tive relationships built on the Net: According to the study by Hoffman et. al.[16], o
72% of Web users would have been willing to provide the service provider with 
sonal information if only the sites would provide the customers with a statement a
how this information would be used. Still, it seems that users do not consider info
tion about themselves as merchandise, to be sold to the highest-bidding offer: 
Hoffman et. al. study, most users were found not to be interested in selling thei
sonal information.

2.6 Trusted Portals

Most user studies investigating into perceived trustworthiness of on-line services
focused on evaluating the services of single companies that offer their services di
to the customer. In our user studies, this approach formed the starting point for t
quiry. We took the study one step further, however, by introducing the users to the
of a trusted portal, i.e, a third party taking care of the on-line monetary transactio
and acting as a trusted third party between the Web merchant and the on-line cus
This third party was a party that has for centuries been trusted to handle our m
properly — a well-known, long-since established bank. 

Third parties acting as mediators is an idea repeatedly expressed in many s
(see, for example, Hoffman et.al.), and it is also more or less the same as is beh
idea of Certification Authorities (CA) that, in form of seals of approval, or trustma
would guarantee the safety of the Web merchant, such as the TRUSTe [29]. 

In our study, the bank acted as the host of the trusted portal. Thus, in that ca
real life trust placed on the back was more or less completely transferred to the t
portal in cyberspace.

2.7 Losing Trust

While gaining the trust of on-line users may be slow and painstaking from the e
preneur's point of view, losing trust happens quickly. A single violation of trust m
destroy the achievements of trust over a period of months or even years [24],
And, once broken, the recovery of lost trust is difficult, if not impossible. One ca
for losing trust may be an initial misunderstanding of how the system works. To a
these misunderstandings, the service should be meaningful to the user: The mor
ligible the service and the system behind it are to the user, the less likely she is t
interpret them and the more willing and motivated she will be to put an effort to l
to use the service in a secure and educated way, i.e., to participate [30]. Motivatio
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also be provided by personalised privacy tools; at present, a user with particula
vacy needs and policy often lacks the means to fulfil them [31]. Users interest
their privacy often have to also conclude that the privacy information on most sit
confusing, incomplete, and inconsistent [32], even if the users would show an in
towards this kind of information. Privacy has also often be balanced against o
competing interests, both personal and others' [26].

3 Representing Trust in Digital Form

As we already mentioned in Sect. 2.1, a central problem lies in providing the u
with information about the real security and trustworthiness of on-line operations 
that they can make rational choices. Here, the terms real security and real trustworthi-
ness necessarily refer to the social context of the user. That is, the user should b
to compare the security level of the system with the risks involved in the intende
eration. To the average user, both the security level and the involved risks are a
vague, if comprehensible at all. Thus, the basis of the supposedly rational choic
based on the context, including individual trust decisions made by others, explici
ommendations, perceived brand reputation and other users’ opinions, together w
quality of the relationships between the decision maker and the other individuals.

Today, the social context used in making decisions about the trustworthine
services in the cyberspace cannot securely rely on the cyberspace itself [2]. That
want to create an opinion of mine about the security level of a particular web ser
tend to prefer information received in real world, e.g., from my colleagues at the c
table and through the public media. 

In cyberspace, trust can be expressed. There is already a number of various
niques that attempt to express real life trust in various kinds of digital format. PG
an example of such a system, where explicit real world trust is transferred in the d
form, and where the digital expressions of trust can be used infer the trustworthin
previously unknown email addresses. Unfortunately, the current PGP approach is
tively rigid, and inherently bound to a single application, i.e., providing keys for se
ing email. [33]

Correspondingly, the PolicyMaker [11] and related approaches attempt to prov
more flexible platform for expressing authorization in a digital form. However, on 
branch of security research, the focus has almost completely been on decentr
access control systems. But, as we have argued ([11], [13]), these system can b
should be, extended to handle also other forms of trusted information. That is, ev
expressions of authorization information may be considered as a form of trust ex
sions, and the same kinds of certificates can be used to express many other fo
trust.

Thus, we propose that some form of authorization certificates, or rather trust certif-
icates, is used for expressing trust decisions and recommendations made by the users.
The same kind of certificates can also be used to represent the quality of relation
between individuals, allowing me to consider whose recommendations and opin
trust and in which sense, and also to publish these considerations of mine. A su
format for these kinds of trust certificates might be signed XML documents, allow
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basically any XML DTD to be used to express opinions. It is noteworthy that the u
of XML might even allow to express security policies in a digital, secure format. [3

Certificates could also be used to express attitudes about brand names, and
sociating specific networked servers with specific brand names. This would requi
course, that each brand name owner would publish or certify their own public k
some secure enough way, e.g., by publishing certificate fingerprints periodically
newspaper. Given this kind of arrangement, users could also express their op
about specific brands by referring to the public keys of those brand names.

Already as such, these kinds of techniques could be used to create digital co
parts of our real life social networks, and to express our opinions in a digital for
However, since the certificates are in machine readable form, and since XML d
ments can be relatively easily parsed and handled programmatically, it would 
much more sense to integrate the handling of these kinds of trust expressions d
to the future operating systems and user interfaces. That is the topic of the next s

4 Binding Trust to Operating Systems and Protocol Runs

The purpose of the explicit utterance of trust, in the form of certificates, is to prom
a culture of trust (which we called for in Sect. 2.2), and to create a secure sense of
place, allowing the users to conduct their tasks with a feeling of security that is b
on real security measures. As discussed, essential elements in these are good
relationships, explicit brand reputation, and other users’ opinions about service
vides, among other things. All of these, along with basic recommendations and ex
sions of trust, can be represented in the form of digitally signed documents
certificates.

In order to be real useful, the handling of these kinds of trust expressions sho
integrated to the trusted computing base (TCB) of the used computing system. T
the security mechanisms of the underlying operating system should be extended
derstand where, when, and for what purpose, trust is needed when conducting tr
tions over the network. In practice, this means that the operating system 
responsibility for securing the network connections, and whenever running an au
tication protocol in order to open a new connection, takes care of evaluating the
requirements of the requesting application together with the credentials of the s
and client programs. 

To put this in slightly more concrete terms, we might consider a multi-user op
ing system running TCP/IP protocol stack and using the IPSEC security protoco
such a setting, the operating system would issue a security policy on all connecti
quests, allowing only such connections to be opened whose trust assumptions a
curity credentials match. The security policy would be based on the trust expres
the user has earlier stated, augmented with on-line user interaction when needed

On opened connections, the trust assumptions and credentials would be sep
bound to each IPSEC security association (SA), allowing SA sharing wheneve
needs of a new connection match with ones provided by an existing SA. [13]

As another example, we have considered how Java/Jini based ad hoc comm
could be secured with SPKI certificates, and how simple application specific trust
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tionships could be represented in that kind of information. [35]
One area still requiring considerably more study is the relationship of these k

of security measures, enforced by the operating system, and the user interface. It
that something similar to the trusted path is needed.

5 Discussion

In order to be really useful, quite a lot still needs to be done. First, it is not at all 
how the various kinds of trust relationships and their expressions could be turne
certificates or other kinds of signed documents. Second, the actual user expec
and their probable reactions to various kinds of automated trust evaluation m
nisms should be evaluated. Third, even the concept of trustworthiness needs mor
ification, both in the formal sense and especially in a language understandable 
average user. Furthermore, it seems inevitable that some new legislation is
needed.

For example, considering an on-line service trustworthy means, among 
things, considering the information provided for the service and all the condu
transactions to remain private. This, then, means that the information will not be a
able to others, and will not be used out of context, for example. But defining priva
not an easy task. Privacy is a basic human requirement we have a fundamental r
but this does not reduce its unambiguity. What is regarded as private varies acro
ganisations, cultures and even individuals [36]. 

Good example of this are the findings of a study at the AT&T Labs-Research
on Net users' attitudes towards privacy, where it was concluded that users could
vided into at least three groups according to their privacy assessments. These in
1) privacy marginalists, who showed little or no interest in privacy matters, 2) priv
pragmatists, who were concerned about their privacy but were ready to trust the
ices if there was some sign of existing privacy protection, and 3) privacy fundame
ists, who were extremely concerned about their privacy and very suspicious of th
line services. All these different groups seem to require different user interfac
signs, emphasizing different aspects of the underlying systems security.

Thus, as the users’ expectations vary quite a lot, the mechanisms are not quit
yet, and it is unclear how the implementation of such mechanisms would effect th
sign and structure of operating systems and user interfaces, this work is in the ve
ginning at best. However, we wish that these contemplations would lead to new 
and points of view, preferably eventually leading to an internet that is more secu
practice, than the current one.
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